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Add a little bit of body text

1. OUT TO PLAY - OVERVIEW

Across 10 weeks during September-November 2018, Drama Artists Sophie McCabe,
Daniel Serridge & Sarah Rankin collaborated with primary teachers, early years
practitioners and children aged 3-11, in 4 primary schools and 4 nurseries across
Glasgow, to explore the role of Drama and Storytelling within Outdoor Learning.
 
The project encouraged collaboration between the nursery practitioners, primary
teachers, pupils and Drama Artists to create a holistic programme of learning which
would have a lasting legacy after the residencies ended. Teachers had the opportunity
to co-lead sessions with the Drama Artist, create and lead their own Out to Play session,
as well as share skills in a whole school CPD session, utilising new skills in combining
drama, storytelling and outdoor learning.  
 
The 4 partner Primary Schools were Cardonald Primary, Darnley Primary, Haghill Park
Primary and Sandwood Primary. The partner nursery schools were Barlanark Family
Learning Centre, Crookston Early Years Centre, Westercraigs Nursery School and
Buchlyvie Nursery School. Whole school CPD Sessions took place in Week 5 of the
residencies, as well as 2 Public CPD sessions to share best practice from the project to
a wider community of primary teachers from 15 further schools across Glasgow.
 
In total Eco Drama’s Out to Play 2018 project delivered 252 outdoor sessions and
reached:

In 2018, we produced a short documentary
about Out to Play. This offers insight into
the project and its unique use of drama
and storytelling to deliver outdoor learning
in urban playgrounds, including first hand
testimonials from participating teachers
and pupils. The film can be viewed on the
vimeo link below.
https://vimeo.com/325531152

1.1 Short Film

4.
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2. WHAT WE SET OUT TO DO

Out to Play is a creative learning project in which Drama Artists collaborate with
partner primary schools and nurseries to explore the role of Drama, Storytelling and
Theatre in Outdoor Learning. The project seeks to facilitate interaction with the natural
world through quality artistic experiences, rethinking traditional views of nature and
noticing and appreciating nature on our doorstep.
 
Sessions are tailored to the unique surroundings of each school, and through
imaginative play and adventurous learning, Out to Play aims to deepen young
people’s connection to our natural world. Following on from the successful pilot project
in 2015, winner of the Glasgow City Council Environmental Initiative Award 2016, Eco
Drama are now delivering a 4 year Out to Play project from 2017-2021.

OUTCOME ACHIEVED:

252 outdoor learning sessions for 830 children were delivered by 3 experienced
Drama Artists using a mixture of storytelling, drama and nature connection activities
that connected learners with a theme or topic relating to the natural world or
sustainable development education. This unique combined focus is one that the
schools had little to no experience in, and provided inspiration to implement arts-
based learning techniques in future outdoor and environmental education activities.
 
15 CPD sessions were delivered in participating schools and nurseries, as well as
2 public CPD sessions to the wider community and empowered 104 teachers to
engage their pupils with creative outdoor learning. Evidence in the form of
qualitative and quantitative data was collected from all participants to ensure the
quality of these experiences, and follow up evaluations are to be carried out one
year later to ensure implementation of techniques going forward.
 
A 2nd edition Resource Pack was created and shared with teachers inspiring them
to use techniques from Out to Play to further engage pupils in outdoor learning
using interdisciplinary techniques. An Early Years Pack will be available in autumn
2019. More details on resource packs on Page 34.

All sessions were delivered outdoors, encouraging 830 children and 104 Class
Teachers/Nursery Practitioners to view the outdoors as a valuable learning space
and to encourage a deeper connection with nature. Participating schools and
nurseries expressed a desire to pursue outdoor learning further with future
classes with the majority of schools planning regular 'Out to Play' sessions into their
school timetable and future plans.

OUTCOME ACHIEVED:

OUTCOME: CHILDREN HAVE ACCESS TO HIGHER QUALITY
OUTDOOR LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

OUTCOME: CHILDREN SPENDING MORE TIME LEARNING
OUTDOORS

5.
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OUTCOME ACHIEVED:

Our evaluation process uses the ‘Inspiring Learning Framework' General Learning
Outcomes (GLOs) from the Museums, Libraries and Archives Council as a model for
monitoring pupil progression. Feedback from the project shows very positive
progression through each of the learning outcomes in relation to learning for
sustainability. For a full analysis of our qualitative and quantitative data, see Page 10

OUTCOME: THROUGH ENGAGING WITH THE ARTS AND OUTDOOR
LEARNING,  CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE IMPROVED
KNOWLEDGE & UNDERSTANDING,  ATTITUDES & VALUES,
ENJOYMENT,  INSPIRATION & CREATIVITY,  BEHAVIOUR &
PROGRESSION AND SKILLS IN RELATION TO THEIR LEARNING FOR
SUSTAINABILITY.  

OUTCOME: CREATE POSITIVE CHANGE IN THE LIVES OF CHILDREN
AND YOUNG PEOPLE BY IMPROVING ACADEMIC ATTAINMENT IN
RELATION TO THEIR LEARNING FOR SUSTAINABILITY.

Our evaluation process included detailed teacher evaluation, both qualitative and
quantitative, where teachers were given the opportunity to reflect on pupil attainment,
with a focus on literacy, in relation to learning for sustainability. 
 
92% of primary teachers and 100% of Nursery Leaders noticed a progression in
pupil attainment from participating in Out to Play. Teachers were given the opportunity
to expand on and detail this academic attainment. For full analysis see Page 24.

OUTCOME ACHIEVED:

OUTCOME: IMPROVE TEACHERS’  KNOWLEDGE,  CONFIDENCE AND
SKILLS IN DELIVERING ARTS-BASED OUTDOOR LEARNING.

During the 5 week residency, each teacher participated in one Out to Play session per
week with their class led by the Drama Artist, and were encouraged to keep a reflective
diary after each session. They also attended a Continued Professional
Development (CPD) session in Week 3. This session offered support and guidance to
teachers ahead of planning their own creative outdoor learning session to deliver in Week
4, developing their ideas, skills, knowledge and understanding in utilising drama and
storytelling within outdoor learning. Each teacher also received a copy of the Out to Play
Resource Pack, and attended a final CPD session in Week 5, sharing best practice from
the project with their peers and consolidating learning. All of these experiences
encouraged teachers to increase their knowledge and understanding of using drama and
storytelling techniques in an outdoor session, and the teacher led week enabled them to
put into practice these new skills in a supportive environment. Eco Drama also delivered
external CPD sessions, reaching teachers from schools outwith the project. 
 
17 CPD sessions were delivered throughout Out to Play 2018.  See Page 33 for a
detailed analysis of teacher feedback from the CPD elements.

OUTCOME ACHIEVED:

6.
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Education is at the heart of Eco Drama’s work and Out to Play has strong links with Eco
Schools Topics and the current Scottish Schools education framework, the Curriculum for
Excellence.
 
Out to Play sessions were designed in collaboration with each school and made
connections across the Curriculum for Excellence, with a particular focus on Sustainable
Development Education & Global Citizenship.

Evaluation is fundamental to supporting Eco Drama’s education initiatives.  It enables us to
ensure that we are delivering relevant and useful learning experiences for pupils and
teachers in the schools which we visit. For the Out to Play residency:
 
❀  Evaluation forms were distributed to pupils and teachers to complete before and after
they had experienced the residency. These forms established a baseline from which we
measured the project's impact and also gave pupils and teachers space to provide their
opinions and thoughts on the experience. Eco Drama charted progression and monitored all
responses to ensure that the best possible learning experience is being provided. 
 
❀  We monitored throughout the project by regularly logging comments from pupils and
asking all classes to keep a ‘Wonder Box’ to gather creative material and personal responses
from the project.
 
❀  Teachers were given the opportunity to reflect on their experience each week through a
Session Diary, designed as an ideas log for their ongoing creative outdoor learning teaching
practice.
 
For the CPD Sessions: Participating teachers were asked to fill in pledges, which we post
back to them after 6 months, and evaluation forms after each CPD session. 

2.2 Monitoring and Evaluating

2.1 Educational Links

7.
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3. GETTING OUT TO PLAY

The Drama Artists were timetabled to work with each class for 45 minutes - 1 hour. They
worked with up to 4 classes/groups a day and tailored sessions to suit each age and
stage, with an overall residency theme connecting the topics covered each week. All
sessions contained an element of drama, storytelling and nature connection, as well as
making creative use of the playground spaces available, to connect pupils with the nature
on their doorstep. Drama Artists showcased creative learning techniques such as Teacher
in Role, the 'Lure', and made creative use of the journey from classroom to the
playground. During week 4, teachers designed and led their own Out to Play session,
trying out new skills and ideas, supported by the Drama Artist.

3.1 The Sessions 

“My hope is that the nurseries I have had the pleasure of working with continue to

embark on creative adventures outdoors with confidence. It has been such an

interesting, fun and fulfilling journey and I feel very lucky to be part of Out to Play

for early years.” Sarah Rankin, Drama Artist, Out to Play

Each Drama Artist wrote regular blogs on the progress of each residency, detailing the
adventures, games played and stories told, reflecting on the journey, its progressions and
challenges.  You can read the blogs here - http://www.ecodrama.co.uk/out-to-play-blog/

3.2 The Blogs 

“I found that engaging them right at the start with something exciting works well to

gain their attention. For example, in the last week we found Mother Nature had left

us some rainbow dust. As we played with it, real rainbows appeared in the sky and

we were invested in the magical adventure that followed.” Sarah’s Blog

My final wish for all of them was the hope that they’d

each spend more time in the outdoors, heading off for

wanders to discover and uncover some other secret

worlds that we’ve found over the course of the project.

Dan’s Blog

8.
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"I learned

more about

working

together."

"I enjoyed going

out in all sorts of

weather." 

4. Pupil Feedback 

"It has inspired me

to care about

nature!"

"I loved the

Eco Drama so

much! I wish I

could do it

forever!" 

"We have got to

care for

everything!"

"I want to explore

more animals

and sit and read

more stories." 

"This is so

exciting!" 

"You are

amazing! I

enjoyed it. You

couldn’t make

anything better!" 

"I loved playing

outside, it was

really fun. I

wished that we

had another

session ...it was

so fun! 

I loved it all!"

"Nature is

important. I think

about things in a

different way than

before." 

"I loved acting!" 

9.
8
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Questions were designed to provide qualitative and quantitative feedback to describe
levels of enjoyment and learning from the sessions.  Comments and creative responses
from pupils, teachers and the 3 Drama Artists have been included throughout this report.
To assess our qualitative feedback we used The ‘Inspiring Learning’ initiative originally
devised by the Museums, Libraries and Archives Council in 2008. This is a suggested
framework for classifying qualitative data into learning outcomes. Arts Council England
now features this as “a key improvement framework” for the sector. We applied this to the
pupil feedback to identify the key learning aspects which have occurred as a result of this
project.

4.1  Presentation of Data

INSPIRING LEARNING FRAMEWORK

The framework identifies five
General Learning Outcomes
(GLOs) and recommends that
these be used as a way of
measuring outcomes and
demonstrating the impact that
a project has had on the
participants.

Figure 1 -
General
Learning
Outcomes

Feedback forms also included questions which enabled us to obtain quantitative data on
participants' response to the project.  Pie charts have been used to present data for these
types of questions.  Pupils were asked to circle the face  which best described their
experience. Nursery and P1-3 completed whole class evaluations supported by the
teacher or nursery practitioner. P4-7 pupils completed individual evaluations. Due to the
early ages and stages of the nursery pupils, they were asked fewer quantitative
questions. We have included evaluative feedback from nursery practitioners and main
contact teachers to support the data, plus some quantitative questions that were asked,
interspersed with the primary school qualitative data. 

4.2 Qualitative and Quantitative Data
Qualitative data was taken from: 
 
Pupil Evaluation Forms: Pupils were asked questions such as “nature is important
because:”, “things I can do to look after nature are:”, what inspired them and other
comments on the project. We also asked pupils questions which enabled us to collect
quantitative data on the responses. The questions were asked before the project began,
then at the end of the 5 weeks of outdoor learning sessions to measure progression.
 
Wonder Boxes: Pupils decorated a recycled box and kept this in their class. They were
encouraged to add to this box after each session, sometimes during or before, for
example listing favourite things or things they learned/enjoyed, adding drawings,
comments, stories, poems, cards or wishes for nature. 

10.



Presented below is the qualitative and quantitative feedback from the evaluation. The
quantitative data is calculated in percentages and presented in pie charts. This allows us
to report the percentage rise and fall in answers, using all the data collected.

Knowledge and Understanding was developed through nurturing a deeper awareness of
nature and our relationship to it.  Curriculum areas covered included Sciences, Social
Studies, Expressive Arts and Health and Wellbeing.
 
Topics covered included plants and animals, food growing, water cycles, seasons, life-
cycles, flight, weather, waste and recycling, ecosystems, species classification, pollution,
climate change, extinction, inter-connectedness and positive change. Notable
improvements in Knowledge and Understanding were observed in the below responses
from primary school pupils:

KNOWLEDGE & UNDERSTANDING

22%
Increase in primary pupils selecting

AGREE to knowing lots of interesting
stories about nature 

14% Increase in pupils
selecting AGREE 14%

11.



Notable improvements in Knowledge and Understanding were also observed in the
responses below from nursery pupils:

34%

Increase in nursery pupils selecting
AGREE to knowing lots of interesting

stories about things outdoors 

Increase in nursery pupils selecting
AGREE to knowing lots of interesting

things about nature

30%

34%

78% of
nursery pupils  

felt they
learned lots of

new things

67% of
primary pupils  

felt they
learned lots of

new things

12.



"I learned that

all parts of

nature are

linked."

"I learned how

to cooperate

with different

people."

"I learned how

everything in the

environment

connects."

"I learned

that plastic

was made

from oil."

"I learned that

when animals eat

plastic they can

die ."

"I learned how

to respect

nature."

"I learned that all

species need

each other to

survive."

"I learned a

lot about

nature and

the animals."
"I learned

how to

act in

stories."

"I learned how

to make a

footprint."

"I learned a

better way to

tell stories."

"I learned

presentation

skills."

13.



Skills were developed through the introduction of practical elements including
orienteering, identification of plants and animals, gardening, design, drama skills,
communication, role play, storytelling, presentations, movement and singing. Positive
changes were observed from Primary pupils in the responses below: 

Skills

14%

14%Increase in pupils
selecting agree

AFTER the project

increase in pupils
selecting agree 

P4-7 pupils were asked this question rephrased to "I can express my ideas
and feelings through drama".

P4-7 pupils were asked this question rephrased to "I feel confident speaking
in front of my class."

Increase in pupils selecting
AGREE to feeling confident

16%
Increase in primary pupils selecting

AGREE to being able to express
themselves through drama

21%

14.



"I learned to use

different tones and

pitches in my voice

when acting."

"I learned how to

play games and

make things from

sticks and

leaves."

"I learned

how to act

in stories"

"I learned freeze frame,

drama skills and

presentation skills."
"I learned

more about

working

together."

"I learned

a better

way to tell

stories."

"I learned

to be

brave."

"I now build

things

outside

when I am

playing." 

"We liked

planting

seeds!"  

"I enjoyed working

in a group with

others in the Out To

Play sessions."

15.



Attitudes and Values

Increase in pupils selecting AGREE
that being outdoors helps them to

understand how important nature is

18%

14%

Only P4-7
pupils were
asked this
question 

7% increase in pupils
selecting AGREE

Throughout the project, pupils developed a stronger sense of their own attitudes and
values in relation to nature: looking after animals and wildlife, the importance of
conservation, pollution reduction, recycling, giving greater care to local environments and
greater value to equality and diversity. At the end of the project, some pupils shared their
own wish for nature. Notable improvements in primary pupils' attitudes and values are
revealed below: 

I think about things in a different way to before. Before I

thought that there was no rubbish in the sea. P6 Pupil

Cardonald Primary School

16.



"I will now

recycle

things for

the care of

the

environment"

"I now know not to harm

wild creatures even if

they are annoying me

because they have a

family and a heart as

well." 

"I feel

different

about play

in a good

way."

"I’ve always loved

nature, but now I

love it even

more." 

"I now build

things

outside when

I am playing." 

"We should

take care of

nature every

day."

"It has inspired

me to care

about nature!"

17.



Pupils showed increased ability to incorporate class-based learning through creative means:
storytelling, imaginative creation of stories, movement, sharing performances inspired by
place; visual arts and drama techniques outdoors. Pupils expressed their inspiration and
enjoyment through the evaluation forms, Wonder Box notes and creative drawings.
 
87% of Nursery pupils selected AGREE that Out to Play was LOTS OF FUN, and 79% of
Primary Pupils
90% of Nursery pupils felt EXCITED TO GO OUTSIDE, and 70% of Primary Pupils
 
79% of Primary pupils stated that they enjoyed outdoor learning and 83% of Nursery
pupils enjoyed going outdoors whilst at nursery
 
Nursery pupils selecting AGREE to "I like doing drama" rose from 61% to 72%. We also
see a significant rise in Primary pupils' enjoyment of drama and storytelling:
 

Enjoyment, Inspiration and Creativity

19%
Increase in pupils selecting
AGREE to enjoying drama 

14%

14%

Increase in pupils
selecting AGREE to
enjoying storytelling

20%

18.



17%
Increase in pupils selecting

AGREE to using imagination
to explore the outdoors 

14%

14%

Increase in pupils
selecting agree to
enjoying drama

AFTER the project 20%

We see a deeper connection with creativity:  
 

P4-7 pupils were asked this question rephrased "I can use drama to explore real and imaginary situations,
helping me to understand my world".

14%
Increase in pupils selecting
AGREE to using drama to

understand their world

P4-7 pupils were asked this question rephrased "I can use drama to explore real and imaginary situations,
helping me to understand my world".

19.



"I enjoyed when we

imagined making a

fire and Dan told us a

story"

"I enjoyed the

stories most

because it is a

lot of fun

telling stories."

"I enjoyed all

of it. It was

100% perfect.

Thank you!"

"My favourite

activity was being

outside and

learning with Dan.

I loved the eagle

game!"

"We really loved

having a visit from a

“real explorer” and

liked going outside"

"I enjoyed when Sophie told a story and groups went into

the middle to improvise the story..."

"It was very fun and exciting. I would like to do more. Thank you!" 

"I loved playing outside, it

was really fun. I wished that

we had another session

with you because it was so

fun!" 

"I loved it all. It was so fun and the whole thing was great!"

20.



Pupils showed a clear improvement in behaviour, focus, ability to follow instructions,
collaboration, stillness, listening and respect of natural surroundings. Evaluation feedback
also indicates a strong awareness of how to positively change behaviours and
perceptions with regards to looking after and respecting nature.

ACTIVITY, BEHAVIOUR AND PROGRESSION:

11%
Increase in pupils selecting

AGREE to being able to help
to care for the environment

14%

14%

20%

We also asked pupils the following questions before and after the project: 
 
“WORDS I USE TO DESCRIBE NATURE ARE:” The 2 rounds did have positive descriptive
words in both. However Round 1 showed more pupils with negative descriptions like: boring,
dangerous, weird, unpredictable, scary, dirty, confusing. There was also a greater
tendency for pupils to list nouns to describe nature. In nursery this tended to happen in both
rounds but is expected due to vocabulary development and concepts of nature at this early
stage. 
 
Round 2 however showed an increase in very positive adjectives to describe nature and less
specific listing of nature nouns. The language used developed to show both appreciation and
a deeper understanding about the natural world: peaceful, calming, unexpected, exciting,
fantastic, entertaining, wonderful, amazing, and more developed concepts of nature like
"nature means your world" "nature is all the creatures, animals and trees." 
 
There was also an increase in pupils using positive associations with imagination and having
fun in nature "nature is fun when you use your imagination”. Lastly we saw more
reference to how nature improves HEALTH AND WELLBEING: with words like "relaxing"
being used more frequently in Round 2 to describe nature.

21.



“NATURE IS IMPORTANT BECAUSE: There was a strong focus in both rounds on the
importance of oxygen which nature produces, looking after animals and their habitats,
producing food and growing plants. There was also some that displayed lack of
understanding on the deeper importance of nature like "It is important for things to look
nice" or "animals would start coming into house if no nature."
 
Round 2 however reveals a much deeper understanding of the importance of nature and
the interconnection of all living things, as well as our place as human beings within nature:
“If we didn’t have nature the world would be miserable,” and “Nature makes us,
without nature we wouldn’t have food," “It gives us materials that are essential for
life”, “We are nature, so we need it.” 
 
Nursery pupils were asked Why is nature (things like plants and animals, insects
and sea life) important? There was a real progression from minimal answers in Round 1
(or don't know) from varied listing of animals, plants and insects and more developed
concepts like "the plants need water and sun", "animals need food and grass"
"insects crawl on the plants and worms go in the soil."
 
“THINGS I CAN DO TO LOOK AFTER NATURE ARE:” In Round 2, pupils showed a
positive development and a desire to change behaviours and attitudes in relation to
looking after nature, giving positive feedback such as: “I will feed animals
appropriately”, “We should grow more flowers in school”, “Put rubbish in the bin”,
“Save the animals”, “Convince lumberjacks to stop chopping trees.”. Nursery pupils
again started to show more developed concepts and vocabulary to display ways of
looking after nature like "Got to care for everything." 
 
 

14%

14%

20%
"I always think twice about dropping litter and now will encourage

others to do the same..."

"I plan to stop littering, and I plan to ask my family if we can use less

electricity. I plan to start saving water..."

"I will pick up litter with my litter picker. I now save water as well..."

"I now use paper straws instead of plastic..."

22.



REFLECTIONS

The qualitative data shows that primary and nursery pupils developed a very strong

engagement with Out to Play. There were such positive progressions on all key learning

areas – Knowledge and Understanding, Skills, Attitudes and Values, Enjoyment,

Inspiration and Creativity and Activity, Behaviour and Progression. 

 

In addition, it linked well with the Curriculum for Excellence and Eco Schools topics, as

Drama Artists linked each session plan clearly with outcomes that related to both, and

shared these with class teachers. Choosing to use evaluation forms for before and after

the project and allowing the pupils and teachers to have some autonomy over their own

feedback process by using the Wonder Boxes, meant that the qualitative feedback became  

inspired and creative, and developed in the schools and nurseries outwith the Out to Play

sessions. Pupils were empowered to use creativity to express their thoughts on the project

and to implement their learning. Much of the content in the ‘Wonder Boxes’ was created

outside of the sessions, as teachers used the content of the lessons as inspiration for their

own teaching. This creative technique was so successful that a school from 2017 Out to

Play let us know that they still continue to use their Wonder Box one year on! 

 

The qualitative data shows a similar rise in pupils’ learning and positive responses to

questions which reflect progression through the key learning areas, as well as assurance

that the project aims and objectives were being attained throughout the project.

23.



Quantitative Data

Similar to the pupils, teachers were asked quantitative baseline questions at the start and
end of the residency. Teachers were asked to share additional qualitative and quantitative
feedback at the end of the residency. 92% of Primary teachers and 100% of Nursery
leaders noticed a progression in pupil attainment from participating in the Out to Play
project. Teachers were given the opportunity to expand on this academic attainment. 

5. TEACHER FEEDBACK

NURSERY PRACTITIONER HIGHLIGHTS

How well did the themes in Out to Play link with your Eco Schools/Learning for
Sustainability work?
29% Selected EXCELLENT or 57% GOOD
 
How important do you feel Drama is as a teaching tool in nurseries?
Rose from 83% answering VERY IMPORTANT and 17% FAIRLY IMPORTANT in
Round 1 to 100% VERY IMPORTANT in Round 2 
 
How important do you feel Storytelling is as a teaching tool in nurseries?
95% answering VERY IMPORTANT, rose to 100% VERY IMPORTANT in Round 2.
 
How interested are you in using Drama and Storytelling to deliver Outdoor
Learning/Sustainable Development Education?
This made a huge leap from 50% selecting VERY INTERESTED in Round 1 to 73%
selecting VERY INTERESTED in Round 2 
 
How would you rate your current level of knowledge and understanding of using
Drama as a teaching tool?
Rose from 59% selecting  GOOD in Round 1, and none selecting EXCELLENT, to 21%
Selecting EXCELLENT and 37% GOOD IN Round 2.
 
In terms of your skill in using Drama as a teaching tool, how would you rate your
current ability?
Rose from 5% selecting EXCELLENT, 39% GOOD and 56% SATISFACTORY in
Round 1, to 28% selecting EXCELLENT, 43% GOOD and 29% SATISFACTORY in
Round 2. 
 
The amount of daily outdoor learning taking place rose from 60% - 79% 

24.



NURSERY PRACTITIONER HIGHLIGHTS

How would you rate your confidence level in utilising Drama within your practice?
Rose from 44% answering GOOD and 6% selecting EXCELLENT in Round 1 to 46%
GOOD and 23% EXCELLENT in Round 2. 
 
In Round 1 17% expressed that they were NOT CONFIDENT. NONE selected this option in
Round 2!
 
 
How would you rate your class’s current confidence level when participating in Drama?
Rose from 39% answering CONFIDENT and 5% selecting NOT CONFIDENT and no one
selecting VERY CONFIDENT in Round 1 to 31% VERY CONFIDENT in Round 2, 38%
CONFIDENT and 31% FAIRLY CONFIDENT. 
 
NONE selected NOT CONFIDENT in round 2!

This has been a totally energizing Continuous Professional Development

experience for all of our staff and adult students including two PGDE

Primary teaching students.  All of the children who participated directly

with Sarah and all of the children who experience the drama/role play

developed thereafter by our staff team have engaged eagerly. 

Lesley A. Morrison, Westercraigs Nursery School



PRIMARY TEACHER HIGHLIGHTS

How well did the themes in Out to Play link with your Eco Schools/Learning for
Sustainability work?
85% Selected EXCELLENT and 15% GOOD
 
How important do you feel Drama is as a teaching tool across the Curriculum for
Excellence?
Rose from 37% answering VERY IMPORTANT and 63% GOOD in Round 1 to 62%
VERY IMPORTANT and 38% GOOD in Round 2 
 
How important do you feel Storytelling is as a teaching tool across the Curriculum
for Excellence?
Rose from 79% answering VERY IMPORTANT in Round 1 to 100% in Round 2
 
How important do you feel Outdoor Learning is within the Curriculum for
Excellence?
Rose from 55% answering VERY IMPORTANT, 40% IMPORTANT, and 5% NOT
IMPORTANT in Round 1 to 86% VERY IMPORTANT, 14% IMPORTANT in Round 2.
None selected NOT IMPORTANT in Round 2 
 
Do you utilise Drama & Storytelling as tools within your Outdoor Learning
lessons?
This made a huge leap from 18% selecting YES in Round 1 to 75% selecting YES in
Round 2 
 
 
 

26.



Do you use Drama and Storytelling as tools within your current teaching practice
in general?
This rose from 56% selecting on a WEEKLY BASIS in Round 1 to 86% in Round 2,
showing a 30% increase in weekly use of Drama and Storytelling
 
How would you rate your current level of knowledge and understanding of using
Drama as a teaching tool?
Rose from 37% answering GOOD, 37% SATISFACTORY, 26% LOW
and NONE selecting EXCELLENT in Round 1 to 29% EXCELLENT, 64% GOOD and
7% SATISFACTORY in Round 2. None selected LOW in Round 2 
 
In terms of your skill in using Drama as a teaching tool, how would you rate your
current ability?
Rose from 24% answering GOOD, 41% SATISFACTORY, 35%
LOW and NONE selecting EXCELLENT in Round 1 to 38% EXCELLENT, 56%
GOOD and 6% SATISFACTORY in Round 2. 
None selected LOW in Round 2
 
How would you rate your confidence level in utilising Drama within your practice?
Rose from 24% answering GOOD and 29% selecting SATISFACTORY, 47% NOT
CONFIDENT in Round 1 to 21% EXCELLENT, 50% GOOD and 29% SATISFACTORY
in Round 2. 
None selected LOW in Round 2
 
There were some particularly positive improvements in confidence: 
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The children thoroughly enjoyed exploring nature issues through

drama and storytelling and as it was delivered in a way that I

could model, my confidence has increased greatly.

Elaine Gillies, P6 teacher, Cardonald Primary

Teachers and nursery practitioners were asked to feedback any improvements
they noticed in: 
 
IMPROVED LITERACY: 

"Children focused on the “Wonder Box” format stimuli with rapt attention. There has

been a noticeable improvement in many children’s listening both to the adult

facilitator and more importantly to their peers. Children’s talking has increased in

length of dialogue and richness of content and expression."

Lesley A. Morrison, Westercraigs Nursery School

 

"Big improvement in their listening skills from the first week to the final week."

Siobhan McCall, Cardonald Primary, P2 Teacher 

 

"There were two boys, in particular, who were more engaged when stories were

being told. They were therefore more able to participate in discussions."  

Liz Allan, Darnley Primary, P4 Teacher
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IMPROVED KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING OF LEARNING FOR
SUSTAINABILITY:

 

"Children have shown improvements in the structure of their “storywriting.” They

can visualize better the beginning middle and end of their stories." Sasha Thomson,

P2 Teacher, Haghill Park Primary 

 

"Children I felt were more able to play collaboratively with each other and became

more able to share, ideal within a group." Sharon McFarlane, Buchlyvie Nursery

 

"Some of the children who were initially quite reluctant to join with group

discussions began voluntarily contributing their thoughts and ideas. The

programme also introduced some new vocabulary." Lindsay, Crookston Castle EYC

 

"Most of the pupils developed a better understanding of nature, had fun and

developed vocabulary about the different topics Sophie covered. Some were

inspired to go on and draw or create their own stories based on the stories that

Sophie told outside. I felt the wonder box helped to develop and encourage this

interest." Lauren Buchanan, P3 Teacher

 

IMPROVED SOFT SKILLS, I.E. CONFIDENCE, CREATIVITY, SOCIAL, MORAL AND
CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH THE EXPRESSIVE ARTS: 

"Children have been hugely creative in sourcing and repurposing “found” objects,

particularly natural resources but also one time use items. Their awareness of the

wonder of a small pinch of soil, the potential of a seed or a puddle and where these

will take their imagination has opened a formerly closed view of their natural

surrounding through a magical window on the world."

Lesley A. Morrison, Westercraigs Nursery School

 

"The children were enthused to learn about the water cycle. They were able to

contribute to a discussion of the importance of recycling and the negative effects of

plastic on the environment."  Liz Allan, Darnley Primary, P4 teacher

 

"Their understanding of the word “nature” improved and they were able to make

connections between animals etc. This is something they will build upon during their

next topics." Jennifer Hall, Cardonald Primary, P3/2 teacher

"Some children that lack confidence have joined in and this has improved

progressively over the weeks."  Sasha Thomson, Haghill Park Primary, P2 Teacher

 

"They are taking pride in their own work after each session ie rainbow dust, planting

seeds etc."  Sharon McFarlane, Buchlyvie Nursery

 

"Children are exhibiting better interaction with their peers in imaginative play

suitably supported and developed unaided and also when staff are on the

perimeter to dip in and out whilst observing and provoking imaginative play."

Lesley A. Morrison, Westercraigs Nursery School
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IMPROVED HEALTH & WELLBEING: 

"Children were energetic and happy to be outdoors." Siobhan McCall, Cardonald

Primary, P2 teacher

 

"The children have said that being outside makes them feel better." Jennifer Hall,

Cardonald Primary, P3/2 teacher

 

"Most of the children demonstrated improved social skills in working together and

were clearly enjoying the sessions which in turn helped energy levels, motivation

and a sense of wellbeing." Elaine Gillies, Cardonald  Primary, P6 teacher

 

"In follow up activities, children enjoyed choosing their own way of reflecting on the

sessions  - poetry, drawings, diagrams, etc and in general many children tried new

ways of showing their ideas on different weeks. A few children talked about

conversations they had at home as a result of the drama sessions and how the family

could make changes." Elaine Gillies, Cardonald  Primary, P6 teacher

INCREASED CONNECTION WITH NATURE: 

CHANGES IN ATTITUDES AND VALUES, BEHAVIOUR

""I think the children were encouraged to ‘open their eyes’ and take notice of their

surroundings." Louise Logue, Cardonald  Primary, P5B teacher

 

"In particular, the activity with the ‘nature web’ clearly demonstrated the link

between living things and our environment. Seeing how living things rely on each

other and the environment and how they can all be affected was really effective.

This improved understanding." Elaine Gillies, Cardonald  Primary, P6 teacher

 

"Children can explain nature with improved clarity."  Sasha Thomson, Haghill Park

Primary, P2 teacher

 

"Caring for the environment." Sharon McFarlane, Buchlyvie Nursery

 

"Enjoyed talking about mother nature and what she had left them."  Ashlei, Crookston

Early Years

"Many children mentioned taking more care to recycle, save water, take more care

of our planet and wild animals. Many also talked about wanting to go outside

more." Elaine Gillies, Cardonald  Primary, P6 teacher

 

"Children who normally find it difficult to engage did."  Colleen Machray, Haghill Park

Primary, P1 teacher

 

"Children are more aware of the environment and can talk about some of the

natural features."  Lindsay, Crookston Castle EYC
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"A fabulous experience for the children with outdoor fun and learning."  

"It was good to see practical examples of how to bring storytelling and

outdoor learning together in an engaging way for the children. It was also

great to have Sophie coming in each week as it meant that that time

block was dedicated to this project and couldn’t be changed or altered

for something else within the timetable as I know I have been guilty of

doing this in the past."

"The children enjoyed being out of doors. They had opportunities to do

drama. They were able to work in teams and as a whole class group. It

was FUN!!!"  

"An opportunity to learn in a different environment and in a different way.

Many of the children who find the classroom a difficult environment were

able to shine more outside." 

"They were able to explore outside. They enjoyed drama activities and

engaged fully with the experience. They were enthusiastic about stories

told and were keen to follow up with stories of their own and artwork."

"Children’s individual creative thinking has been stimulated and

empowered. Their responses have been joyful and by turns relaxed

and/or energetic. Verbalising their thoughts and ideas has shown staff

just how articulate certain children are, who before would have been

described as “quiet” or less creative in their play and conversation."

"Thoroughly enjoyed the Out to Play sessions, particularly the structure of

them and having the opportunity to plan a lesson within this structure."



 "The activities that Sophie demonstrated took away my ‘fear’ of drama and

changed my perception of what a drama/outdoor lesson should be. I think

this was mainly down to the way Sophie delivered the sessions and I

particularly liked how I wasn’t  ‘put on the spot’ during CPD sessions. She

gauged and understood that drama can be initially daunting for some! Now

that the Out to Play sessions have finished, I feel confident to continue on my

own."

"I really enjoyed the experience and I gained more confidence and

knowledge when it comes to teaching drama. I also feel that I learned

more about how our outdoor space can be used and the potential it has." 

"It was very enjoyable and eye opening. It helped me to see ways that I could

use the outdoor space and also gave me more confidence in using drama

techniques with my class. I thought its fast pace and variety of activities

helped keep the sessions going and helped to engage the children." 

 

 "Very positive experience with lots of useful techniques that could be

brought forward. A very useful project that can be taken forward into my

own practice. I can now feel comfortable implementing these sessions into

my own teaching. Children showed a greater engagement with imaginative

stories. Children who normally find it difficult to engage did. Fun beneficial

and something different!"

"Fantastic! It has improved children’s access to a high quality range of

activities."

"The children really enjoyed it. It was well planned and delivery was

engaging. It generated some great ideas for staff to allow us to continue

with it ourselves."



6. CPD AND RESOURCE PACK
During the residencies, 15 Continued Professional Development (CPD) sessions were
delivered by the Drama Artists for 80 participating teachers and nursery staff. 2 external
Out to Play CPD sessions were delivered to an additional 24 teachers from across 15
Schools, sharing ideas, skills, resources and best practice from the Out to Play project.  

CPD HIGHLIGHTS

Brilliant! Thank you! I had some real belly-laughs. Gerald Bell, Cardonald Primary

 

It gave me the opportunity to hear about staff/children’s experiences while participating in the

Eco Drama programme. It engages the children greatly and promotes imaginative and

spontaneous play. Alisha, Crookston Early Years

 

Very enjoyable! Time just whizzed by, and lots of opportunities to try things out. More chance

of me remembering and using the ideas! Carol Guthrie, Linnvale Primary

 

Very practical, fun and very well led. Anon

 

Was good to get outside, lots of laughter. Sandra Watson, Darnley Primary

 

Interactive sessions were useful within range of stages. Karen Morris, Riverside Primary 

 

Lots of great ideas, listening to colleagues' feedback on their own Out to Play session and

drawing outdoor plans. Lindsay Teague , Crookston Early Years

 

The whole staff team have extolled the benefits of this CPD structure. They all say they are

more confident in supporting children through Drama. Reflection time with Sarah at the end of

the project allowed them to air their views to a group of colleagues Lesley A. Morrison,

Westercraigs Nursery 

 

Very practical–things I can actually do! Lynn Robertson, Pirie Park Primary

 

Very useful, lots of activities that I can put into practice. Sharon Nelson, St Mark’s Primary

 

Enjoyed hearing what the other teachers did. Some good ideas to engage children-simple and

effective, encouraging ideas. J McKay, Darnley Primary 
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RESOURCE PACK
 
Written by 2017-18 Drama Artists Ben
Macfadyen and Sophie McCabe,
the new Out to Play Resource Pack is an 82
page document bursting with ideas,
activities, stories and inspiration to develop
a school’s ‘Out to Play’ journey. Building on
the first pack written by Ben in 2015, this
2nd edition draws on the experiences of the
Drama Artists that delivered Out to Play
across Glasgow during 2017. It contains an
abundance of new ideas to support
teachers, including inspiring environmental
stories, nature connection exercises,
session plans, drama activities and games,
plus handy tips and insights for facilitating
creative outdoor learning sessions. The
pack was available to the 2018 teachers to
provide further inspiration alongside the
residency.  An Early Years Resource Pack
written by Sarah Rankin and based on the
nursery residencies will be available in
autumn 2019.

The resource pack is great and having observed Sophie over the past weeks I feel

equipped to carry on! 

Practical ideas delivered and directed towards other practical resources that can

be used straight away. The booklet is a fantastic resource! 

Pack is very useful. Sophie has great ideas.

The combination of observing Sophie work with my class and being provided with

a resource that I can easily use was very helpful.



Come back soon! Valerie Colrain, Darnley Primary 

 

Sophie is Fab! Dawn Coull, Darnley Primary 

 

Sophie was very helpful and put people at ease, giving teachers confidence in taking

things forward. Sarah King, Cardonald Primary 

 

"Sophie showed us that drama isn’t as scary as we thought! Really worthwhile – Sophie

was fantastic!" Anon Teacher

 

I loved everything. You are amazing Sophie! Pupil, Cardonad Primary 

 

Sophie please come back to do Eco Drama with us! Pupil, Cardonald Primary

 

 

 

Our artistic team are incredibly important to Eco Drama and integral to the Out to Play
project. We take a similar evaluative approach with our team, asking artists to monitor and
reflect on their Out to Play journey, the impacts and outcomes they feel were achieved,
and any impacts on their own practice. This helps the organisation to reflect on how to
best support the artists, and keeps our practices informed and projects running smoothly.  
We would like to offer huge thanks to Sophie McCabe, Sarah Rankin and Daniel Serridge
for the hard work, enthusiasm, expertise and creativity they brought to the project, as well
as Drama Artist Ben Mali Macfadyen, who supported the project with training and
facilitation of external CPD sessions.  

7. DRAMA ARTISTS

Sophie has been fab! Engaging, encouraging and supportive. Lots of ideas

we can use and the kids loved her! 

Sarah’s enthusiasm, passion and dedication has been inspirational! 



Sarah is lovely and very approachable, the children loved her, Lindsay Teague, Crookston

Early Years

 

Sarah’s enthusiasm, passion and dedication has been inspirational. Evelyn Watson,

Buchlyvie Nursery

 

Sarah has been a fabulous facilitator, she will be sadly missed. Sharon McFarlane, Buchlyvie

Nursery

 

Dan you should do a pantomime. Pupil, Haghill Park Primary

 

I loved Dan’s funniness. Pupil, Haghill Park Primary

 

Dan I liked Out to Play. Can we do it again? Pupil, Haghill Park Primary

 

Yes! To have a couple of more weeks with Dan. Pupil, Sandwood Primary 

This was a fabulous experience and one that teachers and pupils really enjoyed. 

It helped build teacher confidence and push their boundaries.  The children really

got involved in the experience and loved Dan the story man.

Confidence increased dramatically and in both schools I saw teachers begin to

accept and respond to the differing factors of working outside. They were all able

and capable of producing an outdoors session that included all the elements of Out

to Play, as well as deliver it with energy and confidence. Daniel Serridge, Drama Artist 

Overall it feels that the project has gone from strength to strength and become a

really unique and memorable experience for the schools...I hope Out to Play will carry

on becoming a more expansive project. Sophie McCabe, Drama Artist

I believe the nursery children gained a deeper connection with nature in their

playground and a better understanding of playing in and exploring outdoors. I

witnessed children’s confidence and vocabulary grow and staff noted the same.. The

nursery also said they could see the benefits of telling stories and using drama

games outdoors and would continue elements of Out to Play...I have gained a

tremendous amount of knowledge, experience and inspiration throughout the Out to

Play Project. Sarah Rankin, Drama Artist
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Having reflected on the structure of Out to Play in 2017, we took on feedback and for the
2018 residencies each school and nursery received a 5 week residency as opposed to a
7 week residency. We found 5 weeks to be the ideal length for Out to Play, allowing
enough time for the work to flourish, but not too long that energy levels dipped. It also
allowed for a unifying theme to cover the full 5 weeks. This plan also allowed more time at
the beginning of the term to plan the residency with the participating schools, and more
time at the end to gather evaluation responses before the term ends. 
 
Despite Out to Play 2018 reaching more schools than 2017 (8 as opposed to 4 in 2017)
the Year 2 residencies reached fewer total beneficiaries than anticipated. This was due to
the nursery strand of the project, which had some logistical challenges regarding
scheduling sessions to fit within existing timetables and nursery staffing restrictions. This
resulted in fewer sessions per nursery, or sometimes lower numbers in each participating
group. Although we reached fewer children than originally hoped, the nursery strand was
a great success and we received excellent feedback from those we worked with,
particularly as this type of project is normally out of reach for nursery budgets. We also
found that smaller groups could allow for a more tailored session and gave each child a
high quality experience.
 
We were able to make up for some of these lost beneficiaries by offering the Out to Play
project as one off days of sessions at Aberdeen's Arts Across Learning Festival. This was
also a good way to increase the reach of the project across Scotland.
 
As with 2017, there was difficulty in ensuring all evaluation forms were returned. Some
groups or classes returned one set and not the other, meaning their data could not be
used. It is clear that evaluation needs to be integrated into delivery of project, but with the
awareness that the ‘magic’ of the residency cannot be lost for the children. We will work to
amend this for the 2019 residencies. We also found evaluation especially difficult in
nurseries, with less designated ‘class time’ in order to carry these out and 3-5 year olds
having less ability to respond to the questions. We did however get some good qualitative
data to demonstrate the efficacy of the project.
 

8. LEARNING AND REFLECTION 
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Of the 4 participating primary schools, staff at one school did not feel that the project lived
up to their expectations, while the other 3 schools were very satisfied. Immediately on
hearing this feedback, we worked within Eco Drama to improve delivery, and worked with
the school to find out how we could improve their experience, amending plans in order to
deal with the issues raised. The school found the content too abstract, but another school
receiving the same sessions really enjoyed the content. Eco Drama has taken on that the
same project and session content can be received differently at different schools. For the
future 2 years of the project we plan to continue communicating with the schools as much
as possible, and we will adapt Drama Artist training and content as necessary and taking
on feedback, and be even more vigilant to managing expectations. The school in question
were impressed with how swiftly their concerns were dealt with, and acknowledged that all
that could have been done was done.
 
2018 saw a change of structure to the Out to Play residency, delivering on just two days
per week at each school as opposed to every day as in 2017, allowing us to reach more
schools. Although fewer classes in each school were reached during the residency, the
CPD sessions in Week 5 ensured that all teachers in the school benefited from the
learning and practice from the project. The shorter length of residency of 5 weeks rather
than 7 proved effective for momentum. Adding CPD elements so that there were 2
sessions for teachers across the residency worked well also, although sometimes difficult
to fit within teachers’ busy timetables. The second edition resource pack was well
received, and meant that participants could use both packs to help in their planning.
 
We recruited 3 Drama Artists in 2018, rather than the two we had planned. One Drama
Artist was recruited to deliver all nursery residencies, while 2 Drama Artists were recruited
for the primary school residencies, with Sophie working in the first 2 primary schools
during the first block and Dan working in the final 2 primary schools during the second
block. This was to help us in future with a broader pool of Drama Artists to call upon and
to have as back-up in case of staff illness. 

8. LEARNING AND REFLECTION 
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At the end of the project, there was a clear progression in pupils enjoying the outdoors and
feeling connected to nature. We saw a measurable increase in enthusiasm for nature and
commitment to look after our natural world, with Primary participants showing an understanding
that their own actions impact the environment. Both Nursery and Primary children displayed a
deep level of engagement with the project and enjoyment and inspiration levels were evident from
the qualitative feedback and Wonder Box creations. Children displayed positive improvements
and progression through each General Learning Outcome in relation to learning for sustainability,
literacy and the expressive arts.
 
Creativity levels soared throughout the project as drama and storytelling were utilised as outdoor
learning tools. Pupils responded very positively to being encouraged to use their imagination in
their learning, particularly outdoors, as the playgrounds were transformed to limitless creative
landscapes and possibilities.  Social and personal skills also developed, with pupils showing
improved listening skills and the ability to articulate their feelings, and increased
confidence in articulating thoughts and speaking in front of their peers.
 
Having seen new interdisciplinary outdoor learning techniques in action, and tried these
themselves, teachers from participating schools and the CPD sessions felt empowered to
engage in outdoor learning, and utilise more creative learning techniques such as drama
and storytelling within their lessons, with increased confidence and knowledge to implement this in
their own practice. The Resource Packs continue to be used by participating teachers, and will be
available to future teachers and education professionals to benefit from. 
 
In the above ways, the project will have a lasting effect across the Scottish education system for
years to come with current and future learners benefiting from the teachers reached through the
project, and demonstrating Eco Drama to be a leader in this area of work. Out to Play delivers on
current creative learning, environmental and educational policy and with plans to deliver this
project over a further two years, we aim to reach many more children, young people and teachers,
inspiring and nurturing a connection to our natural world through the arts.

9. CONCLUSION
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"Fun... Educational... Relaxed... Joyful!  A positive experience for all

participants. Brings about infectious laughter, awe & wonder. Poses problems

for children to explore and arrive at their own conclusions. Allows children to

express their perceptions of the world at their own particular – of the moment

– angle." Lesley A. Morrison, Westercraigs Nursery School

Eco Drama
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Glasgow

G1 5HZ
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